
                                         

 

 

March 24, 2020 

     I would like to begin by saying Thank You to the community for all of your support during this very 

different and chaotic time.  The past week has been a whirlwind and we have been very busy trying to 

come up with the best plan possible to continue to serve our students.  I would like to emphasize that 

our intent is not to add stress to your lives.  We are here to help you with anything you need.  I ask that 

everyone please continue to be patient with the school as we embark into these uncharted waters with 

very little preparation time.  We have never provided instruction in this type of system and we will be 

continually adapting to make things be the best they can be.  Please refrain from comparing what one 

teacher is doing to what another teacher is doing.  I also ask that you refrain from comparing what one 

district is doing compared to another district.  We are all different and have different resources that 

limit our abilities.  I can assure you that everyone is trying their best. 

      I have been involved in daily emails, webinars, conference calls and phone calls with many different 

government officials including our commissioner of education.  We have been given clear instructions 

that we must continue to provide instruction for the students in our district.  This is a brand new 

concept for us in public education with limited resources.  Our main objective is to provide each student 

with the best opportunity to continue his/her education through a “distance learning” program.  It is 

important that we continue in this manner so that we are not forced to make up excessive time in the 

summer.  While we have been given some flexibility with state accountability for this school year, we do 

not want to create even bigger learning gaps that we will be forced to deal with in the years to come.  

     The internet provider RESOUND is in the process of setting up free access to the internet for our 

students.  In order to use this free service, students can access these hot spots by visiting the parking lot 

of our high school here in White Deer, or students can visit the parking lot of city hall in Skellytown.  

Pampa transfer students will be able to access internet through hotspots provided by schools in Pampa. 

Principals will be releasing the ID and Password for students to have access to this service through 

enotes.  If you are not receiving emails or texts from this system, please contact the office at your 

student’s campus.  This should be up and running by Wednesday evening or Thursday morning. 

     Our food services department has filed an application allowing us to feed all students 18 and under 

for breakfast and lunch beginning March 25th.  Here in White Deer you can pick up those meals by 

driving through the bus lane to the north of the cafeteria between 8am and 9am.  We will be delivering 

breakfast and lunch to students in Skellytown from 8am – 9am in front of the city hall in Skellytown.  

Pampa transfer students may participate in this program also, but also have access to be fed from 

visiting the feeding sites listed at Pampa ISD.  
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     We will be handing out Chromebooks to 6th graders along with “packets” of school work for certain 

grades and classes on Wednesday, March 25th.  This will take place from 7:45am – 11am here in White 

Deer.  To pick up this material, please drive through the bus lane just north of the cafeteria.  We will 

have the overhead garage door open with people ready to hand you materials without you having to 

leave your vehicle.   

     It is important for you to know, this is not a “GOTCHA” attempt at education.  Our main goal is to 

maintain the skills and knowledge we have already taught this year along with closing down educational 

gaps that already exist.  We will also be slowly progressing forward with new knowledge. We will be 

providing as much flexibility as possible.  Campus principals will release a detailed plan of how each 

campus will be providing instruction a little later today.  We will continue to use our enotes, Facebook, 

and our website to communicate.  Please don’t hesitate to reach out to the campus first and the district 

second if you have questions or are simply needing information.   

 

 

Thank you again for all of your support.  

 

 

Dane Richardson - Superintendent 


